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Abstract. This article is focused on constructing fast algorithms for selecting prototypes from training
data. The fast versions are constructed on the base of two algorithms: Encoding length base and DEL.
The complexity of the original algorithms was O(m3 ), which renders them impractical for large data. We
propose to use a specialized random regions tree forest, supported by some additional data structures,
which reduces the complexity to O(m log m). The proposed algorithms can be used successfully with large
data sets. Additionally, the classification accuracy is better, or at least not worse, than before.

1

Introduction

Selection of instances (prototypes) means that we are looking for a subset S ⊆ D which is enough to build
a trustworthy classifier upon, for example a k nearest neighbour (kNN) classifier [1]. The learning data set is
defined as D = {hxi , yi i : i = 1, . . . , m} where xi ∈ Rn are the input vectors and yi ∈ [1, . . . , c] are class labels.
Filter methods only remove noisy instances— good examples of such algorithms are the ENN [2], RNN [3] or
ENRBF [4]. This article concentrates on another group of instance selection methods, which select a possibly
small subset of D, usually no more than around 20% of the total instance count. We will call these prototype
selection methods. Nowadays there are dozens of prototype selection algorithms, but is hard to say that all of
them are really practical because of their complexity. We would like to recommend articles and books devoted
to prototype selection algorithms [5–8]. In case of many of the algorithms, unfortunately, if they are accurate,
their learning time is (extremely) long or the obtained reduction rate is small [5]. Sometimes if the learning
time is short, the resulting classification accuracy is too poor. For example in the article [9], the authors present
a method which is fast (O(m log m)) and quite accurate but the reduction is average (between filter methods
and prototype selection). The motivations of prototype selection are to shrink the instance number of dataset,
to use prototypes in construction of neural networks [10] or in decision rule construction [11].
1.1

Encoding length and DEL algorithms

Encoding length and DEL algorithms are based on the encoding length concept, and were proposed in [12]. Both
original algorithms can be implemented quite easily as O(m3 ) algorithms. Please note that their empirically
estimated complexity is little above O(m2 ). However, for large data sets this is still too much. Cameron defined
a criterion, which should be minimized through the extraction of unnecessary instances from the original dataset
D:
J(m, m0 , q) = F (m0 , m) + m0 log2 c + F (q, m − m0 ) + q log2 (c − 1),
(1)
where m0 is the number of prototypes (unpruned instances), and c is the number of classes, q defines the number
of badly classified pruned instances and F (m, n) is defined by:
!
m
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∗
F (m, n) = log
,
(2)
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i=0
log∗ n = arg min F 0 (k) ≥ n,
k

0

(3)

where F 0 (0) = 1, F 0 (i) = 2F (i−1) .
It can be easily seen that the Cameron’s criterion is smaller if the reduction rate is higher and if the reduction
does not increase the error on pruned instances.
In algorithm descriptions Di means the i-th instance, Di .x is the vector of the i-th instance, Di .label is
the class label, Di .pruned is a flag signalling whether the i-th instance is pruned, Di .A is a set of associated
instances (to be defined below) to the i-th instance.
The Encoding length prototype selection algorithm is presented in Alg. 1. At the beginning all instances
are in the unpruned state. The CountMisclassified counts badly classified (using unpruned instances) pruned
instances. Next, in random order, the inner loop tries to prune a given instance if only it decreases the criterion
1. The outer loop executes as long as any instance is pruned in an iteration. Finally, the unpruned instances
constitute the prototype set.
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Algorithm 1: EncodingLength(D)
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Data: D = [instance1 , . . . , instancem ]
Result: vectors selected from D
begin
Initialization
misclassif ied = CountMisclassified()
order = Shuffle([1, . . . , m])
do
oldCount = #(not pruned)
for i ∈ order do
misclassif ied = PruneIfCheaper(i, misclassif ied)
while oldCount > #(not pruned);
return Di , where not Di .pruned

Algorithm 2: PruneIfCheaper(id, misclassif ied)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Data: id index of instances; misclassif ied number of misclassified instances
Result: updated number of misclassified instances
begin
if not Did .pruned and #(not pruned) > 1 then
newM isclassif ied = misclassif ied - Improvement(id)
if F(#(not pruned) - 1, newM isclassif ied) ≤ F(#(not pruned), misclassif ied) then
Prune(id)
return newM isclassif ied
return misclassif ied

PruneIfCheaper has to check whether the Cameron criterion will decrease when an instance of index id would
be pruned (see Alg. 2). Improvement is the difference in correctly classified instances after pruning of instance
id and before pruning.
The second algorithm considered in our research is the DEL (algorithm 3). It can be seen as a modification of
the Encoding length algorithm. This algorithm in its first phase, tries to prune instances which are inconsistent
with the training data D—such instances are badly classified using D. The main part of algorithm works almost
like the Encoding length, however not in random order, but with decreasing distances to the nearest enemy
(opposite class). This means that the instances which are far from the borders between classes are considered
earlier.

Algorithm 3: DEL(D)
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Data: D = [instance1 , . . . , instancem ]
Result: vectors selected from D
begin
Initialization
misclassif ied = CountMisclassified()
order = Shuffle([1, . . . , m])
for i ∈ order do
if not Di .pruned and Di .label 6= Classify(i) then
misclassif ied = PruneIfCheaper(i, misclassif ied)
order = Reverse(OrderByNearestEnemy(D))
do
oldCount = #(not pruned)
for i ∈ order do
misclassif ied = PruneIfCheaper(i, misclassified)
while oldCount > #(not pruned);
return Di , where not Di .pruned

Some elements of the above algorithms can be calculated faster if used with the concept of a set of associated
instances proposed in [13]. The Aid as set of associated instances, consists of indices of instances for which the
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id-th instance is one of their k nearest neighbours. Thanks to this idea, if we consider pruning of the instance
id, it only influences the instances from Aid . However, after pruning we have to update appropriate sets Aid .
The construction of faster versions of both algorithms is presented in the next section. The last section
presents quality analysis of the new versions of prototype selection algorithms and an analysis of computational
complexities.

2

Fast Encoding length and fast DEL algorithms

This section describes construction details of the fast versions of Encoding length and DEL algorithms. The final
results were achieved by a cooperation between carefully selected data structures with appropriate elements of
algorithms. The crucial role in the speedup of nearest neighbours calculation is played by the random regions
trees which eliminate the curse of dimensionality. Such trees were used to compose forests or sometimes even
set of forests to help in fast data manipulations. Some other approaches which were also used to approximate
nearest neighbours are the r-trees [14], the vantage-point trees [15] or kd-trees [16], but those methods have
(complexity) problems in multidimensional spaces [17].
Additionally, the forests or trees will be supported by hash sets or binary heaps to cope with multiple
traversals through the trees.
2.1

Random regions tree (LSH) and forest of trees

To bring the neighbour search closer to O(log m), especially in multidimensional spaces, we have decided to
base on locality sensitive hashing (LSH). LSH was proposed in [18]. The main idea of LSH is to independently
and uniformly draw random hyperplanes which divide the space Rn into regions (bins) of similar objects. The
bins contain a set of points and they serve as a source of potential neighbors of any point in the given bin.
Sometimes a point may be situated near a border of its bin—in such cases not all of its actual nearest neighbors
can be found in the given bin.
In our algorithm, we construct the LSH tree in a slightly different way compared to [18]. The first random
division is in the root node of a tree. We have used this strategy successfully in [19]. The random division is
constructed from randomly chosen dimensions with random strength by
linearComb(y, rI , rR ) =

h
X

yriI · riR

(4)

i=1

where h is the length of the random combination (h ≤ n), rI are random indices of selected dimensions and
rR are random coefficients of the linear combination. Next, we start independent divisions into two subtrees
with appropriate subsets of vectors. This means that the division on the left brach does not divide anything in
the right subtree (and vice versa). In every partition of a node, the division is shifted (if necessary) to keep a
balance not worse than β (each branch has a fraction of at least β vectors in a node). The balanced version of
partitioning resembles a typical partition operation (almost as in quicksort, except for enforcing the balance).
This strategy keeps the number of nodes in the tree small. The tree is quite strongly balanced and there are
no useless divisions. The further split of new nodes is continued if their corresponding number of vectors is
still too big compared to the desired number of neighbors. The meta-code of the algorithm starts with the Alg.
RandBinsTree 4.
The non-leaf nodes have their sub-nodes defined, while leaf nodes have an interval of a bin defined. Additionally, the pivot point is stored to define the final shift of the random hyperplane. This information is necessary
to define a classification process which has to traverse the tree from the root node to an appropriate bin and
then select nearest neighbours among the bin items.
2.2

Forest of random regions trees in prototype selection algorithms

In our algorithms forest consists of following elements: an array of trees, an array of heaps, an array of hash sets,
an array of sets of associate instances and an array of arrays (stores the nearest neighbours for each instance).
The heaps (one per instance) are used to accumulate the candidates found in trees while looking for neighbours.
This serves as a cache making the number of calls to tree searches smaller. The hash sets (one per tree) store
the information on whether the given instance was already added to an appropriate heap. Those structures
cooperate to keep the complexity possibly small. Below it was presented how those structures were used in most
important parts of algorithms.
The initialization of both algorithms starts from building the forest (initiating heaps, sets of associate
neighbours and nearest neighbours).
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Algorithm 4: RandBinsTree(D, lef t, right, bCount)

1
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Data: D = [y1 , . . . , ym ] data vectors
[lef t, right) interval of the current split
ids an array of vector indices
β = .1 partition threshold of minimal balance
α = 1 − (β + .5)/2 threshold: whether to continue splitting
bCount minimal count of elements in a bin
h = 10 the length of the random combination (see eq. 4)
Result: ids array of bins defined by nodes, initially: [1, . . . , m]
begin
for i ∈ [1, . . . , h] do
rI [i]=rand integer(1,n);
rR [i]=rand real(0,1);
for i = 1 to m do
hash[i] = linearComb(yi , rI , rR );
node.div = partition(ids, hash, lef t, right, β);
if (node.div − lef t) ∗ α > bCount then
node.lef t = RandBinsT ree(D, lef t, node.div, bCount)
else
lim = (node.div − lef t < bCount) ? right : node.div
node.left=new node(left,lim);
if (right − node.div) ∗ α > bCount then
node.right = RandBinsT ree(D, node.div, right, bCount)

17

else
lim = (right − node.div < bCount) ? lef t : node.div
node.right=new node(lim,right);

18

return node

15
16

The construction of the forest was presented in Alg. 5. In first step it construct the trees, then the heaps
are filled with (k + 1) neighbours candidates. Last part of the forest construction builds structures storing the
neighbours of each instance and the associated instance sets.
The RefillHeap (Alg. 6) tries to find neighbours from appropriate tree buckets (from each of the trees).
Additionally it optimizes the structure of tree if necessary. The instances from trees are moved to the heap and
an appropriate hash set.
During the work of Encoding length or DEL algorithms, the instances are being pruned from time to time
(according to the Cameron’s criterion 1). Alg. 7 is responsible for pruning of a given instance from the forest
(from each of the trees). A pruned instance must be removed from the hash set of the instances added to the
heap. Additionally, a pruned instance is removed from an appropriate array of neighbours and a new neighbour
has to be found, and the associated structures have to be adjusted as well (this is done in the ReplaceNeighbor).
Tree pruning was presented in algorithm 8. First, an appropriate leaf node is selected and then conditions
are tested on the path from the selected node to the root in order to optimize the tree structures if necessary
(to keep the complexity low). The path can be compressed or the representation of buckets can be compressed
too (by a removal of gaps in the buckets).
Using the forest of random region trees, the nearest neighbours can be found, see Alg. 9. First, we collect
candidate instances from each tree and then the nearest neighbours are selected among them. Because the
number of trees and bin size is O(1), the classification cost is O(log m) (O(log m) is the expected length of the
longest path from the root node to a leaf).
Now, basing on the fast neighbours search, the computation the badly classified instance count, or the
calculation of the improvement mentioned in PruneIfCheaper is much faster.
The DEL algorithm (Alg. 3, line 11) needs an additional feature: to start the loop in increasing order of
distances to the nearest enemy (opposite class instance). Plain calculation of distance between given instance
and its nearest enemy is time consuming, but it is presented in Alg. 10 that such distances can be calculated fast
(O(log m)). The algorithm constructs a jungle as a set of forests: one forest to contain the instances of one class.
Then the nearest enemies for each class are calculated in O(m log m) time. The nearest enemy is the nearest
one between nearest neighbours from all classes except the class which represent the given instance. Finally the
estimated complexity of Encoding length and DEL algorithms is O(m log m) what can be seen in next section.
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Algorithm 5: ForestBuild
1
2
3
4
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Data: D = [instance1 , . . . , instancem ]
begin
trees = build multiple trees by RandBinsTree
for i ∈ [1, . . . , m] do
RefillHeap(i)
for i ∈ [1, . . . , m] do
for j ∈ Reverse([1, . . . , k + 1]) do
neighbor = minheapi .Pop()
if not neighbor then
do
RefillHeap(i)
while not neighbor = minheapi .Pop();
neighborsi [j] = neighbor
Dneighbor .A.Add(i)

Algorithm 6: RefillHeap(id)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3

Data: id - index of instance to refill for
begin
for tree ∈ f orest do
for candidate ∈ tree.bucket[id] do
// bucket is moved up a tree if count in a node is to small
// only not pruned are yielded from a bucket
if idx ∈
/ addedid then
minheapid .Push((candidate, Distance(id, candidate)))
addedid .Add(candidate)

Result analysis

Below we compared the normal and fast versions of Encoding length and Del [12] algorithms. We have taken
around 40 data sets from the UCI machine learning repository [20]. Data sets differ in origin, goal, the numbers
of instances, features and classes, so that we can objectively present the real behavior of the proposed algorithms.
All tests were conducted on the base of 10 times repeated 10-fold stratified cross-validation. For each test the
data set was standardized. For trustworthy comparison the each learning algorithm was always used with the
same learning parameters (no manual parameter tuning was done).
To visualize the performance of all algorithms we present average accuracy for each benchmark data set and
for each learning machine. And additionally we present the average number of prototypes in separate tables
Ranks are calculated for each machine for a given dataset D. The ranks are calculated as follows: First, for
a given benchmark dataset D the averaged accuracies of all learning machines are sorted in descending order.
The machine with the highest average accuracy is ranked 1. Then, the following machines in the accuracy order
whose accuracies are not statistically different from the result of the first machine are ranked 1, until a machine
with a statistically different result is encountered. That machine starts the next rank group (2, 3, and so on),
and an analogous process is repeated on the remaining (yet unranked) machines. Notice that each cell of the
main part of table 1 is in form: acc + std(rank), where acc is average accuracy (for a given data set and given
learning machine), std is its standard deviation and rank is the rank described just above. If a given cell of the

Algorithm 7: Prune
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Data: id - index of instance to prune
begin
Did .pruned = True
for tree ∈ f orest do
tree.Prune(id)
for a ∈ Did .A do
addeda .Remove(id)
ReplaceNeighbor(a, id)
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Algorithm 8: TreePrune
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Data: id - index of the instance to be pruned
begin
node = tree.leaves[id]
decrement by one counts in a tree from node up
while node.parent has two small children do
node=node.parent
if node has two small children then
rewrite children to node without gaps
if node has small density then
rewrite node without gaps

Algorithm 9: NearestNeighbors(x, trees, k, c)

1
2
3
4
5

Data: x define whose neighbours have to be found
tree[i], i = 1, . . . , t an array of random trees, tree[i] consists of the root node and ids an array of vector indices
k desired number of neighbors
c = 4 an overhead multiplier
Result: N N set of k nearest neighbours
begin
foreach Ti do
I = items of the bin nearest to x in tree tree[i]
N =N ∪I
N N = find k nearest neighbours in N

table is in bold it means that this result is the best for given data set or not worse then the best one (rank 1 =
winners).
Table 1 presents two separate comparisons: first Encoding length vs Encoding length LSH, and second DEL
vs DEL LSH. This means that the number of wins and the ranks were calculated independently for those two
groups.
The new Encoding length LSH is significantly better than original one: it wins 43 times and 12 wins are
unique. Additionally, the mean rank is 1.044, smaller (better) than 1.267. The new DEL LSH algorithm is just
a little worse than its original version. It wins 36 times comparing to 38 for original version. And the mean rank
is 1.2 for the LSH-based version and 1.156 for the original. However, such difference is practically acceptable.
Those results show that the new versions of algorithms are accurate.
Figure 1 presents an analysis of learning time used by the new LSH versions of the algorithms. We have
tested the time for different numbers of instances of the MNIST8 dataset [21]. On the OX axis is the number
of instances. The OY axis of left plot is the time and on right plot OY is the proportion of time to the number
of instances. Both plots clearly show that the LSH versions are much faster. Additionally the right plot proves
that the estimated complexity of LSH versions is O(m log m), because in case of Encoding length LSH and DEL
LSH the plot lines are straight (log scale of OX—plot of the log in log scale is straight line). Meanwhile, looking
at the right plot, we see the computation times for the original Encoding length and DEL grow very quickly.
The analysis of prototype counts shows that both versions (fast LSH and original) select very similar numbers
of prototypes.

Algorithm 10: OrderByNearestEnemy(p)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Data: D = [instance1 , . . . , instancem ]
Result: order of D by distance to nearest enemy
begin
jungle = LSHForest for each class
for i ∈ [1, . . . , m] do
for f orest ∈ jungle do
if f orest.class 6= Di .label then
distances[i] = min(distances[i], forest.kNN(i, 1))
return Ordering(distances)
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Table 1. Comparison of accuracy: Encoding length vs Encoding length LSH and DEL vs DEL LSH algorithms.

4

EncLen

EncLenLSH

Del

DelLSH

arrhythmia
autos
balance-scale
blood-transfusion
breast-cancer-diagnostic
breast-cancer-original
breast-cancer-prognostic
breast-tissue
car-evaluation
cardiotocography-1
cardiotocography-2
chess-rook-vs-pawn
cmc
congressional-voting
connectionist-bench-sonar
connectionist-bench-vowel
cylinder-bands
dermatology
ecoli
glass
habermans-survival
hepatitis
ionosphere
iris
libras-movement
liver-disorders
lymph
monks-problems-1
monks-problems-2
monks-problems-3
parkinsons
pima-indians-diabetes
sonar
spambase
spect-heart
spectf-heart
statlog-australian-credit
statlog-german-credit
statlog-heart
statlog-vehicle
teaching-assistant
thyroid-disease
vote
wine
zoo

48.83±23(1)
73.1±12(1)
72.18±6.5(1)
67.68±5.8(2)
86.94±4.6(2)
90.5±4.7(2)
68.49±9.8(1)
66.4±13(1)
85.98±2.7(2)
71.63±3.1(1)
86.32±2.4(1)
82.23±2.5(2)
42.27±4.1(1)
84.83±9.1(2)
81.74±8.3(1)
95.32±3.3(1)
63.88±8.3(1)
85.84±5.2(1)
77.66±7.3(1)
69±8.4(1)
66.58±7.8(1)
79.63±15(1)
84.89±7.3(1)
90.87±7.5(1)
80.83±6.8(1)
61.71±7.9(1)
76.58±11(1)
88.82±5.1(2)
52.32±6.7(1)
85.77±4.6(2)
85.51±7.8(1)
67.93±5.6(2)
81.74±8.3(1)
82.64±2.2(2)
72.02±8.9(2)
69.08±8.4(1)
74.06±6(1)
65.29±4.4(1)
73.07±7.8(1)
65.54±4.1(1)
52.08±12(1)
87.2±1.7(1)
84.81±9.1(2)
91.66±6.4(1)
52.77±14(1)

48.81±23(1)
74.26±11(1)
70.99±4.8(1)
70.59±5.1(1)
88.68±3.9(1)
92±4(1)
69±10(1)
66.4±13(1)
88.4±2.2(1)
71.44±2.9(1)
85.36±2.5(2)
84.39±2(1)
41.5±3.8(1)
87.73±7.4(1)
80.74±8.6(1)
95.38±3.2(1)
64.13±8.5(1)
85.73±4.9(1)
78.04±7.4(1)
69.05±8.4(1)
66.27±7.6(1)
78.5±16(1)
85.55±5.8(1)
91.2±7.1(1)
80.92±6.3(1)
61.68±8.1(1)
76.99±11(1)
92.66±3.4(1)
53.12±6.9(1)
90.08±4.2(1)
86.02±7.6(1)
68.37±5.6(1)
80.74±8.6(1)
83.2±2(1)
75.61±8(1)
68.55±9.1(1)
74.23±5.6(1)
65.53±4.9(1)
73.93±8.4(1)
65.92±4(1)
53.24±12(1)
87.42±1.8(1)
88.19±6.8(1)
91.95±5.9(1)
47.21±16(2)

49.05±23(1)
70.6±12(1)
78.83±4.8(1)
75.83±4.2(1)
89.08±5.8(1)
96.3±2.1(1)
76.32±2.2(1)
64.71±13(1)
75.57±2.7(2)
67.36±3.2(1)
84.64±2.6(2)
83.24±2.4(1)
41.99±4(1)
87.97±6(1)
66.78±10(1)
95.55±3.1(1)
64.26±1.2(1)
85.72±6.1(1)
82.42±6.3(1)
65.93±9.1(1)
73.14±3.1(1)
83.25±7.4(1)
81.08±7.5(1)
88.33±8.2(2)
79.75±7.1(1)
57.69±7.6(1)
68.7±12(1)
74.41±6.6(1)
65.72±0.79(1)
82.52±6.6(1)
83.41±7.7(1)
69.89±5.6(2)
66.78±10(1)
84.14±2(1)
79.45±1.8(1)
79.19±2.7(1)
80.64±5.5(1)
69.69±3.2(1)
76.37±8.8(1)
64.01±4.5(1)
49.75±11(2)
88.3±10(2)
87.82±8.9(1)
89.93±7.2(2)
52.35±13(1)

48.19±23(1)
70.11±12(1)
78.09±5.2(1)
75.87±3.3(1)
90.41±4.5(1)
95.7±2.4(2)
75.82±5.6(1)
64.1±14(1)
77.89±2.9(1)
65.8±2.7(2)
85.59±2.1(1)
79.92±2.9(2)
41.15±4.1(2)
89.1±7.2(1)
63.01±11(2)
95.4±2.9(1)
62.17±7.3(2)
85.55±5.4(1)
82.36±6.2(1)
65.9±9.8(1)
72.86±5.1(1)
83.75±5.8(1)
81.96±5.4(1)
90.8±8.3(1)
79.03±7.2(1)
57.79±6.7(1)
69.81±12(1)
73.67±7.4(1)
65.72±0.79(1)
81.34±6.5(1)
83.24±8.1(1)
71.9±5.9(1)
63.01±11(2)
83.75±2(1)
79.23±2.4(1)
79.42±1.7(1)
78.48±6.2(2)
69.77±2(1)
75.85±8.4(1)
63.62±5.2(1)
51.91±12(1)
92.92±0.8(1)
88.06±7.7(1)
91.68±7.4(1)
45.74±16(2)

Mean Accuracy
Mean Rank
Wins[unique]

74.98±7.3
1.267±0.067
33[2]

75.55±7.1
1.044±0.031
43[12]

75.08±6.5
1.156±0.055
38[9]

74.83±6.6
1.2±0.061
36[7]

Summary

The Encoding length and DEL algorithms are both interesting prototype selection algorithms. The newly
presented LSH versions of algorithms are much faster (O(m log m) vs O(m3 )). Such crucial complexity reduction
was possible only thanks to the specialized random trees, random forests and other supporting data structures.
Now these fast algorithms may be used in case of big data, while old versions were not practical in case of big
data because of their overly heavy time consumption. Such prototype selection algorithms may be used in a
variety of ways. One interesting case is to use it for training neural networks—the prototypes selected can be
used to preset kernel positions, as shown by us in [10]. 1
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